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Here you can find the menu of The Lion Inn in Telford and Wrekin. At the moment, there are 14 courses and
drinks on the card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about The Lion Inn:

in a hut on the road that had never visited the opposite, we decided to take a break from cooking and have a
takeaway from bharat. it turned out to be the right choice, as the whole food was excellent. we probably
override,...but all we tried was excellent the lamm biryani, saag distributor (actually good one has to try),

monkfish tikka, a few curries and naan brote; really could not fail. only one star knocked off b... read more. As a
guest, you can use the WLAN of the establishment at no extra cost, And into the accessible rooms also come
guests with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. If the weather are right, you can also be served outside. What

User doesn't like about The Lion Inn:
I'm really sorry to say, but the disappointment we had recently was not as it was a few months ago. the curries

lacked deep and everything they could taste was hot seasoned. nannn brot was not so soft and pretty...the
popadoms were however fresh. I hope it was just a swallow. read more. The Lion Inn from Telford and Wrekin is
a good option for a bar if you want to have a beer after work and hang out with friends, One also prepares meals

finely and freshly with original Indian spices.
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Appet�er�
SAMOSAS

Sid� dishe�
PURI

Starter�
PRAWN PURI

Biryan�-Sp�ialitäte�
LAMM BIRYANI

Indisch� Gericht� mi�
Hähnche�
BHUNA

Yak�-Gril� Menü
PRAWN

Cereal�
STARTING

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

BREAD

India�
NAAN

BIRYANI

SAAG

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

VEGETABLE

BEEF
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Opening Hours:
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Monday 17:00-23:00
Tuesday 17:00-23:00
Wednesday 17:00-23:00
Thursday 17:00-23:00
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